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1. INTRODUCTION
Vol. 7 No. I
We find ourselves at a confusing time in the history of juvenile justice. As a
nation, we are transferring children into an adult system at a greater rate than we
have ever seen before. Public response urges that juveniles be locked away not
only to punish them, but also to keep the public safe. The public views these de-
linquent children as a threat and something to fear. Legislators respond to the pub-
lic fear with more liberal transfer options into the adult system and punitive juve-
nile sanctions within the juvenile system. If a juvenile escapes transfer into the
adult system, then they are left in ajuvenile system that has become virtually in-
distinguishable from the adult system. Ei由er way, juveniles experience a much
less rehabilitative system than it was originally envisioned when the juvenile court
movement began.4
While holding the punitive-sanctions-for-juveniles banner high with their
right hand, the legislators are now waving another flag with their left hand. The
two flags stand for different philosophies, as if they were from two warring na-
tions. Although the first flag stands for holding juveniles up to the same standard
as adults, the second flag holds parents accountable for the juvenile' s crimes. The
first says that because an adult-like crime was committed, then it is appropriate to
give an adult-like punishment. The second says that because an adult-like crime
was committed, it is appropriate to punish the adults in the juvenile's life. This
second flag represents a relatively new wave of legislation referred to generically
as parental responsibility laws. The inconsistencies between the two notions cre-
ates an illogicality of saying that juveniles are mature enough to be treated as
adults, but their parents should be held responsible for their behavior because of
their immaturity.5 Just as serving two opposing armies willlikely guarantee de-
mise, so too will this loyalty to these two philosophies. The punitive response to-
ward juveniles has received vast attention from legal and social researchers;o
however, scholars have relatively neglected parental responsibility.7 This article
seeks to provide a foundation for future researchers by explaining the current leg-
islative status of these laws and by making the state laws easily and readily acces-
sible.8 In order to accomplish this goal， 出is article begins in Part II by providing a
4 See generally MARTIN R. GARDNER, UNDERSTANDING JUVENILE LAW (1997).
5 See James Herbie DiFonzo, Parental Responsibility for Juvenile Crime, 80 OR. L. REv. I
(2001) (discusses theparadox oftreatingjuveniles as adults while also punishing theparents).
。 See Barry C. Feld, The Juvenile Court Meets The Principle ofOffense: Punishment, Treat-
ment, and the Dijj如ence It Makes , 68 B.U.L. REv. 821 (1988); Marcy R. Podkopacz & B缸ry e.
Feld, Criminology: The Back-Door to Prison: Waiver R吃form， "Blended Sentencing , " and the Law
of Unintended Consequences, 91 J. CRIM. L. & CRIMINOLOGY 997 (2001); Hon. W. DonReader,
Symposium: They Grow Up So Fast: When Juveniles Commit Adult Crimes: The Laws of Unin-
tended Results , 29 AKRON L. REV. 477(1996).
7The topic, however, hascertainly not beenneglected entirely. See textat notes 124 to 138.
8 The focus will be on statestatutes and will not include municipal ordinances. It should be
noted, however， 由at some municipalities haveshown a marked interest in parental responsibility.
Forsome discussion onthistopic andexamples from Dermott, Arkansas, see Gilbert Geis & Arnold
Bind町， Sins of their Children: Parental Responsibility for Juvenile Delinquency, 5 NOTRE DAME
J.L. ETHICS & PUB. POL'y 303 (1991).
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short historical perspective on parental responsibility. In Part III , the briefhistori-
cal descriptions are expanded into an organized compilation of the laws from each
state. Part IV presents 出e public and scholarly support for parental responsibility
laws.
II. THEFORMATION OFPARENTAL RESPONSIBILITY LAWS
At common law , parents were not responsible for the torts or criminal actions
of their children." The only option for expressing condemnation toward parents
was by holding them responsible for "negligent supervision." Responsibility un-
der the negligent supervision concept occurred when parents were negligent in
some way and therefore became liable. 10 Generally, the tort of negligent supervi-
sion created a liability if the parents entrusted their child with a dangerous instru-
ment or if 由e parents were aware of their child' s vicious propensities. " Because
standard tort rules applied, this tort was difficult to prove. The plaintiff had to es-
tablish not only that 由e parents were negligent, but also 由at their negligence
caused or contributed to the plaintiff飞i时ury.12 If the plaintiff could prove this,
then there was no limit to the amount he or she could recover against the parents.
The unlikely success of these cases, the equally unlikely recovery of totallosses
from a child if the case is brought against the child rather than the p町ent， and the
desire to appe町tough onjuvenile crime have led to broadly defined parental re-
sponsibility statutes.
Statutorily defined parental responsibility laws expand the common law by
making parents civilly or criminally liable for their child's actions. These laws
developed in three main waves. Civilliability, in which a plaintiff may bring a
case against the parents of a juvenile who has wronged them, is the most common
form of the parental responsibility laws. Hawaii was the first state to allow civil
suits against the parents purely for the actions of the children. 13 All of the states
have some form of civil parentalliability. 14 These civil statutes are distinguishable
from the common law negligent supervision action because the statutes enforce a
form of strict liability on the parents where the common law does not. Under these
statutes, parents are liable even if they exercised reasonable care.口 In other words ,
the court does not require a victim to show 由at the p町ents were at fault in order
to recover. Additionally, it is not a defense for parents to argue 由at 由eyattempted
9 W. PAGE KEETON ET AL., PROSSER AND KEETON ON THE LAW OFToRTS § 123 (5由ed.1984).
10Id.
II Randy K. Hanson, The Parental Liability Issue in Oregon , 10 ClllLD. LEGALRTS. J. 8, NO.3
(1989); Robert Charles Levine, Parental Liability for the Torts of their Minor Children: Limits.
Logic. & Legality, 9 NOVA L. J. 205, 216-17 (1984).
12 Randy K. Hanson, Parental Liability, 62WIS. L. REV. 24,27 (1989).
13 Tammy Thurman, Parental Responsibiliη Laws: Are They the Answer to Juvenile Delin-
quency凡 5 1.L. & FAM. S四D. 99, 103 (2003) (noting 由at Hawaii's civil statute was enacted in
1846).
14 See Table One, infra.
15 Hanson , supra note II , at 26.
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to supervise their child proper1y.16 Obviously, a plaintiff has an easier case to
prove under the statutorily defined strict liability rather than the common law neg-
ligent supervision. As a trade off, theses civil p缸entalliabilitystatutes generally
impose relatively low recovery limits. 17
Many states have extended civilliability to criminal sanctions for parents
when their children commit illegal acts. This second form of parental responsibil-
ity law is employed when a parent has contributed to the juvenile's delinquency.
Traditionally, a crime requires proof and concurrence of a physical act (actus
reus)18 and the requisite mental state (mens rea).19 The defendant must have either
acted voluntarily or failed to act under circumstances imposing a duty to ac t.
When a parent is found guilty of contributing to the delinquency of their child, it
is akin to accomplice liability in traditional criminallaw. In accomplice liability,
an accomplice is responsible for the crimes he aided or encouraged and any other
foreseeable crimes that occurred in the course of committing that crime. Parents
become responsible when they have contributed in some way to the crimes their
children commit. Colorado gets credited for starting this trend in 1903. 20The ini-
tial Colorado law allowed parents who had encouraged, caused, or contributed to
the delinquency of a child to be found guilty of a misdemeanor. Colorado parents
risked a one thousand dollar fine and/or imprisonment up to one year for this
crime when the law was originally enacted户
California set in motion the third form of parental responsibility laws in
1994户The California statute permitted the courts to send California parents to
counseling classes when their children were delinquent户This third form of pa-
rental responsibility is the most nebulous and all encompassing of the three types
described. Nonetheless, laws are blossoming in 由is area.24 Some require the par-
ents to share the costs of putting their children in state detention facilities. 25Oth-
ers require parents to pay their child's court fees.26Still other laws require the ac-
tive participation of p町ents in the case and in the monitoring of the child' s pun-
ishment.27 When sanctions such as these are imposed on parents in an e旺ortto get
16Id
17 See Table One, infra.
18 JOSHUA DRESSLER, CASES AND MATERIALS ON CRIMINAL LAW, 2ND ED. 131-32 (1999).
19 [d. at 105.
20 Jason Emilios Dimitris, Comment, Parental Responsibility Statutes and the Programs that
Must Accompany Them, 27STETSON L. REv. 655 ,662 (1997); See also Geis & Binder, supra note 8
(discussing thejuvenile court history); Irv ing A. Gladstone, The Legal Responsibility ofParentsfor
Juvenile Delinquency in New York State: A Developmental History , 21 BROOK L. REV. 172, 173
(1955) (describing theorigins and historical progression ofcontributing tothedelinquency laws in
New ~ork); Thurman, supra note 13 , at 103 (describing thehistorical path forthese laws).
μ See Gladstone, supra note20.Forthecurrent statute, see Table Two, infra.
22 Thurman, supra note 13, at 103.
23 [d.
24 See Patty Edmonds , State Turn Values Rhetoric into Legislative Action , USATODAY, Au-
gust 8, 1996, at 7A.
25 See Table ηlree ， infra.
26[d.
27 [d.
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them involved in their child's case, the traditional actus rea and mens rea re-
quirements are not followed. The mere act of being a parent is enough to fulfill
the requirements of these laws.
III. THE ORGANIZAnON OFPARENTAL RESPONSIBILITY LAWS
All of the states have laws that make parents either civilly or criminally liable
for the acts of their children.28This section categorizes those parental responsibil-
ity statutes. The organization of these laws is difficult because of the lack of con-
formity in how states have addressed parental responsibility. Despite the difficul-
ties , an organization and compilation is necess盯Y to provide the current status of
legislated p缸ental responsibility.29 To aid in the ease of reference, the present
compilation divides the statutes into three different categories出atmirror the 也ree
historical waves of the statutory development. These three forms include: 1) civil
liability for property or personal i时u可， 2) criminalliability because they contrib-
uted to the delinquency of their child, and 3) various forms of p缸ental involve-
ment with the child's criminal sanctions.
Other researchers have made efforts to compile these state statutes;30 how-
ever, none have done so for the three main types of parental responsibility laws
across all U.S. states. In addition, most compilations or discussions are simply
outdated.31The current organization takes these earlier problems into account and
is the product of statutory searches for the individual states?2 Each of the three
forms will be addressed in the sections that follow. For each form , the general
principle ofthe law will be examined by highlighting a selection ofthe state stat-
utes and legislative inten t. Tables 1-3 provide information about the three forms
of these statutes.33
28 See Tables 1-3, infra.
29 We must know the current law inorder todiscuss what itought be. See generally Fredick J.
Ludwig, Delinquent Parents and the Criminal Law, 5VAND. L. REV. 719 (1952)(discussingvarious
statutes at the time of the article).
30Wad巳R. Habeeb, Parents' Liability for Injury or Damage Intentionally Inflicted by Minor
Child , 54A.L.R. 3d974 (1998); Hanson , supra note II; Ludwig, supra note 29; L. Wayne Scott,
Liability ofParents for Conduct ofTheir Child under Section 33.01 ofthe Texas Family Code: De-
fining the Requisite Standards of "Cu伊abili轨 " 20 ST. MARY'S L.J. 69 (1988).
31 See Ludwig, supra note 29.
32 The searches are current asofOctober 2003.τbe searches employed two independent re-
searchers who used the Westlaw and LexisNexis legal databases.
33 During the compilation process, information foreach state was mailed toanattorney spe-
cializing injuvenile issues inthat state. Those attorneys who responded tothequ巳stionnaire either
affirmed the accuracy ofthe statutes from their state orsuggested minor changes, which were made
to reflect the attorneys' suggestions. Completed questionnaires were received from the following
states: Alaska, Arkansas, California, Connecticut, Illinois, Iowa, Kentucky, Michigan, Mississippi,
Missouri, Montana, Nebraska, New Jersey, New York, Ohio, Oregon, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island,
South Dakota, Utah, Vermont, Washington, West Virginia, and Wisconsin.
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A. Parental Civil Liability
Vol. 7 No.1
The oldest and most common forms of parental responsibility laws are the
modern tort statutes that impose civilliability on the p盯ents for the wrongful ac-
tions of their children.34 E~eηstate has some form of staωtory civil remedy
against parents, but the states vary greatly on the restrictions for liability that they
impose. More than one-fourth of the states restrict liability only to property dam-
age. Most states have limited responsibility to situations where the child has acted
maliciously or intentionally. Additionally, most states place a maximum recovery
limi t. Usually this limit is quite low, indicating that the statutory intent is to dis-
courage delinquency, rather than to completely compensate injured victims. J J A
complete organization and brief description of all the state statutes is presented in
Table 1. To illustrate the vast variations among the civilliability statutes, a few
examples of statutes and legislative history are provided before the table. The ex-
amples of statutes that follow were selected partly because they were difficult to
condense into the abbreviated chart format. Additionally, the more expanded ver-
sions are intended to aid in understanding the other statutes由at are only included
in the table. A selection of states' legislative intent was chosen to provide insight
into the formation of the laws. 36
1. StatutoryLaw
Texas and California have the highest recovery limit among the states. If a
child in Texas maliciously causes property damage, the parent \vith the duty of
control over the child is liable for up to $25 ,000 per wrongful act.J 1 Although 由is
is significantly higher than the common $1 ,000 or $2 ,000 limit, it is stillless than
the unlimited amount that might be recovered under a common law system of
negligent supervision. Additionally, with personal injury, the Texas statute states
that imputed liability is further limited to medical, dental, and hospital expenses
incurred by the injured person.38
The Wisconsin statute takes an approach providing several different recovery
limits with a $5,000 limit generally imposed?9 This limit does not apply to recov-
ery when a retail theft has-occurred.40 The limit also does not apply ifthe child's
action endangered or threatened to endanger the property, health, or safety ofper-
sons at a school or damaged school property so that a substantial disruption of a
34 Hanson, supra note 12; Hanson, supra note 11.
35 son, supra note 11, at 26.
36 The selected states' legislative intent was chosen based on therelative availability of the
legislative history. Many states donot maintain accessible records of the legislative debate for pro-
posed bills and amendments. Therefore, those thatwere reasonably accessible and informative were
included.
37 2 τEX. FAM. CODEANN. § 41.001-41.003(Vernon 2003).
38 See id.
39WIS. STAT. § 799.01 (2002).
40 WIS. STAT. § 943.51 (2002).
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school activity resulted.41 In such a situation, a school board may recover up to
$20 ,000.42
Utah law focuses more heavily on the specific offenses by providing three
situations when parental liability attaches. The first situation limits liability for
damages sustained when the minor intentionally damages or takes the property of
another. The second situation imposes liability when the child recklessly or will-
fully shoots or propels a missile or other object at any kind of motor vehicle. The
third situation involves the minor recklessly endangering human life or causing a
substantial interruption in public utility services by intentionally and unlawfully
tampering with someone' s property. A court may waive the paren t' s liability only
when the court finds good cause to do so, or if the parent" (i) made a reasonable
effort to restrain the wrongful conduct; and (ii) reported it to the property owner
involved or the law enforcement agency having primary jurisdiction after he knew
of the minor' s unlawful act. ,,43 This statute suggests that 由e parents must report
their child to the police if they know he or she has committed a crime.
The Pennsylvania legislature outlines parentalliability in their state through a
series of statutes. 't't The main component of these statutes makes parents liable
when their child has been adjudged guilty of causing a tortious act卢Liabilityof
the parents under these statutes is limited to $2,500 for injuries suffered by one or
more persons because of one tortious act or continuous series of tortious acts.46
These limitations on liability are also applicable when two or more children of the
same parent engage jointly in the commission of one tortious act or series of tor-
47Hous acts.
2. Legislative Intent
The legislative history for the Nebraska civil parental liability statute in-
cludes some additional insights into the reasons behind civil parental liability
laws. The bill as originally passed imposed civil 1iabilityupon parents when their
child destroyed someone' s property卢The senators listened to a woman describe
how two juveniles had destroyed property in her home. The juveniles were sentω
a youth rehabilitation facility , but the woman had no redress for the costs incurred
in replacing the items they had destroyed. One senator stated that, "If we had a
law on our statutes that would say in so many words that the parent was responsi-
ble we could probably hold this to a minimum and the destruction of property
might be reduced. ,,49 Employing these ideas , the bill was enacted as a statute.50
41 WIS. STAT. § 895.035 (2002).
42[d.
43UTAH CODE ANN. § 78-11-20 (2002).
44 PA. STAT. ANN. tit. 23, §§ 5501-09 (2003).
45 PA. STAT. ANN. tit. 23 , § 5502 (2003).
46 PA. STAT. ANN. tit. 23, § 5505 (2003).
47 [d.
48 Leg. BiII113, (Neb. 1951).
49 !d. at 3
50 NEB REV. STAT. § 43-801 (1951).
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Eighteen ye町s later, the Nebraska legislature amended the statute.51Pursuant
to this amendment, parents were made liable for the personal i时uries caused by
their children in addition to the property damage originally addressed. The pur-
pose of this amendment was to make parents more responsible for their children.
The legislator who introduced this amendment stated that, "If the parent would be
made aware of the fact that he will be required to pay for harm done to those in
respect to the conduct of his children, then possibly p盯ents will be more inter-
ested in the conduct of their children, their habits, their places of interest, their
activities and their motivations. ,,52 The legislators agreed to limit recove可forper­
sonal injury to actual medical bills not to exceed $1 ,000 so that parents would not
be liable for pain and suffering or other extraordinary costS.53
California legislators debated the issue of insurance as it related to parental
civilliability.54 Of particular concern was a proposal to exempt insurance compa-
nies from liability when the parents were held jointly and civilly liable for the ac-
tions for their children. Some legislator' s argued that such an exemption would
interfere with the parent' s contractual rights. A parent may have paid for insur-
ance, but would not be able to use it pursuant to the statute. Nonetheless, the cur-
rent statute wording says that an insurance company will not be liable for more
than $10 ,000 for the conduct imputed to a parent or guardian.55
3. The Organization
A complete chart ofthe civilliability statutes for each state can be found in
Table 1. For each state, the chart outlines the citation ,56 the different mental state
requirements for the minor, whether the statute includes personal injury or prop-
erty damage, and the maximum recovery limit for the plaintiff. The requirements
for the minor' s mental state varies between intentional, purposeful, willful, mali-
cious, knowingly, reckless, or unlawful. These requisite mental states demonstrate
由at由e states are intending to address the issue of juvenile delinquency, and not
just accidents caused by children. Only Hawaii and Texas allow parental civilli-
ability when the child acts negligently, whereas Louisiana does not specify a men-
tal state. Most states permit liability for at least property damage, but some im-
pose liability for both property damage and personal injury. For those states that
list a recovery limit, the range is from $80057to $25 ,00058with an average of ap-
proximately $5,000. Some states further limit recovery to actual damages, court
51 Leg. Bill113, (Neb. 1969).
52 Introducer's Statement of Purpose, Nebraska State Legislature, 80th Session, L.B. 49
(1969). Senator FredCarstens, Chairman of the Committee on theJudiciary
53 Presentation of L.B. 49 before theNebraska State Senate (1969).54 A.B. 3050, Cal. Floor Sess., (May 9, 1996).
55 CAL. CIv. CODE § 1714.1 (2003).
56 In addition to thestatutory citation, theyear th巳statute iscurrent through as listed byLexis-
Nexis legal database is also included.
57 See Table One, infra. Maine is the state thathas the$800limit.
58 See Table One, infra. Texas andCalifornia are the states thathave the$25,000 limit.
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costs, and/or medical expenses.59
A number of states have very specific laws that relate to the parents of aju-
venile wrongdoer. For instance, a Kentucky statute establishes civilliability for
由e parents of a child who damages, destroys, or takes any goods 仕om a store with
a limit of $500, plus an additional penalty to the storeowner between $100 and
$250.60 Missouri has a similar statute relating to the stealing of merchandise that
makes the p缸ents liable for actual damages, a penal~y between $100 and $250,
and court/attorney costs. These more specific and less broadly applicable statutes
were not included in the current organization in order to preserve the simple cate-
gories that were the goal. Additionally, New Hampshire has a law that specifically
states that , "Nothing in this chapter shall bar civil action to recover damages for
the negligence of a person having custody or control of a minor who causes injury
,, 61to property or persons."
B. Contributing to the Delinquency ofa Minor
In addition to holding parents civilly liable, some states have also created
criminal sanctions for the parents when the parents have done, or failed to do ,
something that has contributed to the delinquency of their children. Like civilli-
ability, these criminal statutes have become quite common across the states. These
statutes generally impose a criminal liability upon all adults, not just p町ents.
They generally impose misdemeanor sanctions, although some states have higher
penalties. The presentation of the contributing to delinquency laws will be done in
the same way as the civilliability laws. Several examples of statutes that were
difficult to synthesize into the chart format are described in more detail firs t. Leg-
islative intent is also presented for one state.
1 . Statutory Law
Illinois has a statute 出at provides specific penalties for contributing to the
delinquency of a minor depending on the actual offense committed by the juve-
nile户The statute provides that when the juvenile commits a felony , the adult who
contributed to the delinquency will be guilty of a felony one grade higher than the
actual offense committed.63 In the situation where the offense was a first-degree
murder or a Class C felony , the penalty for contributing to delinquency will be the
same as 出e penalty for the actual offense.64The same standard applies with mis-
demeanor crimes.65 An adult who contributes to the delinquency of ajuvenile will
59 See Table One, infra.
ωKy. REv. STAT. ANN. § 411.095 (2002).
61 N且REv. STAT. ANN. § 169-B:44 (2001). Although this appears to be more of a re-
statement ofcommon law liability, it is included inthecategorization because itwas theonly statute
found in New Hampshire thatrelated toparental civi1liability.
。" 720 ILL. COMPo STAT.5/33D (2003).
63 /d.
64 Id .
65 Id .
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be guilty of a misdemeanor one grade higher than the offense committed.66
The Georgia contributing to delinquency statute includes a provision that
makes it a crime to knowingly and willfully provide a minor with any weapon in
order to commit a felony.67 In addition, the Georgia statute clearly outlines that it
is not a defense that the minor has not been formally adjudged to have committed
a delinquent act. This means an adult can be found guilty of contributing t<.? the
68delinquency of a minor without the juvenile being adjudicated delinquent.
The Iowa statute on this topic begins by generically prohibiting an adult from
encouraging a child to commit any act of delinquency.69 It then provides specific
instances beyond this generic prohibition that would make an adult guilty of con-
tributing to the delinquency of a minor.7oFor instance, an adult may not know-
ingly send , cause to be sent, or induce any child to go in~o a "brothel" with the
intent that the child engage in the services of a prostitute.71 The statute also for-
bids an adult to knowingly permit, encourage, or cause a child to be guilty of any
72
vicious or immoral conduct.
2. Legislative Intent
Discussions found in the legislative history for Wisconsin' s "Contributing to
the Delinquency of a Minor" statute indicate that the intent was to protect children
from wrongful influence by adults. 73 The debates centered on the possibility that
adults , mostly p缸ents， would encourage minors to commit crimes. Some exam-
pIes that were provided by the senators included parents using their children to
deliver their drugs and adults payingjuvenilesto rob someone for them. The con-
cern was that because adults are authority figures , their negative influences can be
that much more detrimental to juveniles.
3. The Organization
The current categorization is based solely on the general "contributing to 由e
delinquency of a minor" statutes and not the more specific restrictions related to
sexual contact, alcohol sales, compulsory education laws , or firearm restrictions飞
A complete chart ofthe contributing to delinquency statutes can be found in Table
2. The chart outlines the important features of these laws and the citation for each
statute. Generally, the statutes have a definite requisite activity or mental state for
the adul t. These activities or mental states generally include aiding, encouraging,
66[d.
67 GA. CODE ANN. § 16-12-1 (2002).
68[d
69 IOWA CODE § 709A.l (2003) (amended 2004).
70 !d.
71 [d.
12 !d.
73 Wis. Act 332 5S (1987).
74 For adiscussion ofparental responsibility and the compulsory education laws see,DiFonzo,
supra note 5.
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causing, inducing, or soliciting. Some states have less specific activities. For in-
stance, in California, Massachusetts, and Florida, the standard is quite broad be-
cause an adult only n臼ds to do , or fail to do , something that would tend to cause
or encourage a juvenile to commit a crime. Likewise, in Kentucky and New York,
a parent who fails to exercise reasonable control can be liable. Most violations ar~
cl~ssifiedas misdemeanors with the exception ofColorado,75 Georgia,76 Illinois,77
Missouri,78 New Hampshire,79 New Mexico,80 North Dakota,8! and Wisconsin.82
Because most states classify this crime as a misdemeanor, the penalties are gener-
ally low. The maximum fines listed range from $500 to $10,000, with the major-
ity using $500 or $1000 as their limits. North Carolina places no limit on the fine,
but leaves the decision to the discretion of the court. The maximum prison sen-
tence is generally one year, with some states allowing two to five ye盯s.
C. Encouraged or Required Parental Involvement
A number of states have laws that attempt to involve p町entswhen their chil-
dren are adjudicated to be delinquent. These laws combine the notions of civil
liability and contributing to delinquency statutes by permitting the states to in啕
volve the parents in the juvenile delinquency dispositions even when the parents
have not done anything specifically wrong themselves. Quite frequently, these
statutes make parents financially responsible by forcing them to pay court, deten-
tion, and victim restitution costs. Many of the parental involvement statutes do not
have a requisite mental state or defenses available for the p缸ents.These statutes
automatically apply when a person is a parent of a delinquent child.
These laws have even greater variation than the past two categories, making
their organization slightly difficult. A few state statutes are described in the fol-
lowing section in an effort to provide more in depth examples of these forms of
laws than could be provided in the chart format. Once again, a few legislative his-
tories that could be obtained are discussed.
75 See Table Two infra (thestatute states that theadult's crime is a Class 4 felony).
76 See Table Twoinfra (thestatute states thatif it istheadult'sthirdoffense or more it is a fel-
ony).
77 See Table Twoinfra (thestatute states thattheadult's crime isonegrade higherthan 也eof­
fense committed by thejuvenile).
78 See Table Twoinfra (thestatutes state thattheadult's crime willbeafelony ifthe offense is
committed as part of a ritual or ceremony)
79 See Table Twoinfra (thestatute states thatwhen thejuvenile'scrime involves sexual con-
ducttheadult's crime is a felony).
80 See Table Two infra (出e statute states that theadult's crime is a 4th degree felony).
81 See Table Two infra (thestatute states thatwhen thejuvenile'scrime involves sexual con-
duct, then theadult's conduct is a Class C felony).
82 See Table Two infra (thestatute states that ifdeath results or if child's action wasa felony
thentheadult's action willbe considered a felony).
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The Wyoming Legislature has broadly included parents in the dispositions of
juveniles. At any sanction level , the court can require the child's parents to pay
restitution to 出e victim, order the parents to undergo an evaluation, and order the
parents to attend a treatment program. 83 The court may also order "any acts which
are reasonably necessary to aid the juvenile in completion of court ordered obliga-
tions.,, 84 This statute imposes additional requirements if the court finds that the
child' s act was proximately caused by the failure or neglect of the parent to sub-
ject the child to reasonable parental control and authority. Under these conditions,
the court may order the p缸ent to pay the fine imposed on the child, to perform
community service with the child , and to attend parenting classes at their own ex-
pense. The parents may raise an affirmative defense under these additional re-
quirements by showing that they have made a good faith effort to prevent the
child from engaging in delinquent conduc t.85
Arkansas has set a low limit on the court costs that can be assessed from the
parents , but permits imposition of far-reaching sanctions. 86 If a juvenile is found
to be delinquent in Arkansas, the p盯ents can be ordered to pay a court cost of
only $35.87-ln addition to 由is relatively small payment, the court can order the
parents to submit to and pay for physical, psychiatric , or psychological evalua-
tions.88The court can also order the parents to pay restitution, to pay a fine, to per-
form community service, to attend a parental-responsibility training course, and to
pay for the cost of commitment of the juvenile.89 The statute indicates that the
court is to consider the past efforts of the parent to correct the delinquency of the
juvenile. In considering the responsibility of the non-custodial parent, the court is
to consider whether he or she has been afforded the opportunity to correct the
child's delinquent conduct.9o
In Illinois, a parent can be ordered to pay for the support of their child while
the child is detained.91 The Illinois statute provides that if the parent is able to
contribute to the costs ofthe detention, then the parent is to pay a "reasonable sum
from time to time for the care , support and necessary special care or treatment of a
,, 92
mmor:
83WYO. STAT. ANN. § 14-6-247 (2003).
84 ld.
85 ld.
86 ARK. CODE ANN. § 9-27-330 (2003).
87 ld.
88Id.
89 /d.
90 ld.
91 705 ILL. COMPo STAT. 405/6-9 (2003).
92 l d.
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2. Legislative Intent
In Georgia, a parent is to appear with their child during court proceedings
and bring the-ir child before the court when ordered to do SO.93 When the statute
was enacted the Georgia General Assembly declared that the parents "have the
duty and responsibility to instill in these children a respect for the law and the
consequence-s of failing to comply with the law. ,,94 The-General Assembly con-
cluded that requiring p盯ents to appear with their children atjuvenile proceedings
was consistent with this parental responsibility.95 In addition, if the parents do not
comply with the court order and are found in contempt, then the court can require
them to pay restitution up to $2,500, to pay a fine up to $1 ,000, to reimburse the
state for the costs of care, to perform community service, or to enter a disposition
contract to supervise their child.96
A judge in Nevada has the authority to order the parent of a juvenile to pay
restitution to a victim of the juvenile' s crime.97If the parent cannot pay the restitu-
tion , then the judge may order the parent to perform community service尹When
the Nevada Legislature enacted this statute in 1997, some legislators discussed the
importance of sending a message to parents that they are to be a part of the lives
of their children.99The bill was intended to not only handle the "offending youth ,
but the dysfunctional family as well." lOo Testimony of public support was pre-
sented at the legislative hearings encouraging the passage of the bill. One mother
testified that she had spoken with a number of parents and children who were all
supportive of imposing restitution or community service on the parents. 10 1
3. The Organization
It would be difficult to make general statements about this last form ofparen-
tal responsibility law because the variations between the states are quite broad.
One generality, however, is that most states do not provide statutorily defined pa-
rental defenses. As exceptions to this general rule , Arizona, Arkansas, Colorado,
Connecticut, Kentucky, Maryland, Michigan, Missouri , New Hampshire, Ohio,
and Wyoming all provide some form of parental defense. For some of these states ,
the defenses for the parents make these statutes resemble the contributing to 由e
delinquency statutes and the civil negligent supervision theory of recovery. For
instance, in New Hampshire, the child's vandalism must have been the direct re-
suit of the parent' s lack of supervision. In Ohio, the court must find that the lack
ofp征ental control was the proximate cause of the juvenile's crime. The type of
93 GA. CODE ANN. § 15-11 -47(2002).
94 H.R. 1299, Gen. Assem. , 1995/1996 Sess. (Ga. 1996).
95 [d.
96 GA. CODE ANN § 15-11-5 (2002).
97 NEV. REV. STAT. § 62.2183 (2003)(repealed 2004)
~O [d.
99 Nev. S.Comm. On Jud. forNev. Assemb. B.39 (1997).
l∞ [d. at4
101 Test. ofValerie Brown in support ofNev. Assemb. B.39, (March 26,1997)
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involvement that is required or encouraged is also greatly varied. Parents can be
ordered to simply participate in the proceedings, or they may be required to pay
the child's fine and undergo treatment themselves. 102 An organization of these
laws is included in Table 3.
IV. SUPPORT FOR PARENTAL RESPONSIBILITY
Even with their differences and intricacies, the three forms of parental re-
sponsibility laws send a message to parents. Parents must be cognizant 由at they
risk civil or criminalliabi1ity for their children's actions. Clearly, from the charts
included in this article, these laws are not just a unique phenomenon in a few se-
lect states. The laws are widespread and far-reaching. Parents ofjuveniles must be
aware ofthe personal risks when their children commit crimes. Additionally， 出is
is not just a trend that stops at the legislators' steps. The popular media has been
gaining interest in parental responsibility with newspaper, television, and maga-
zine stories. After major youth crimes, the victims and the public inevitably ques-
tion the parents' role through one of these mediums. A crying teenager telling of
the most recent school shooting has become a common scene on the evening
news. Journalists report of "warning signs" as they stand in front of makeshift
memorials. They argue 由at someone should have noticed these warning signs,
103especially the parents.
One story that has been played out in the media is the public outrage in the
wake of the 1999 Littleton, Colorado school shootings. The shootings were the
actions of two Columbine High School students who killed twelve classmates, a
teacher, and themselves during what began as a regular school day. After the
shooting, investigators found that there had been warning signs given by the two
students, Eric Harris and Dylan Kleobold, in the year before the killings. 104 Police
investigators found a detailed diary in K1eobold 's bedroom that described their
plans. 105 Harris had also been accused of threatening to kill another student the
prior year.106 The two boys had turned in a video dramatization of a mass killing
to fulfill a class assignment.107 H缸Tis's website included a graphic drawing of a
person shooting the type of assault weapon由at he and K1eobold used in the actual
killin~s. 108 In hindsi~ht， each of these incidents is an obvious indication that Har-
ris and Kleobold were two extremely troubled teenagers. 109 Nevertheless, were
these signs evident to the parents of Harris and Kleobold? Should they have
102 See Table Three infra.
103 William Glaberson, CaseAgainst Parents Would Be Hard to Prove , N.Y. TIMES , Apri127,
1999 at A20.
104 [d.
lOS !d.
106 Michael Janofsky, Killer 'sParents Consider Suit in School Case, N.Y. TIMES , October 19,
1999 atA18.
107 Patrick O'Driscoll, Duo Left a Long Trail ofClues Leading Up'to Massacre , USA TODAY,
Apri123 , 1999, lA, available at http://www.usatoday.com/news/index/colo/col047.htm.
108 !d.
1ω [d.
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been?1Io
Of course, we must question whether the media is reflecting general public
attitudes or merely sensationalism based on a few rare pockets of thought. A few
public opinion surveys have been conducted on this topic. A 1999 CNNIUSA To-
day/Gallup Poll found 由at fifty-one percent of survey respondents placed a great
deal of blame on parents for school shootings. III In fact , gun availability was the
only factor that garnered more attention than parents. ll2 Approximately ninety-
four percent of respondents placed some level of blame on the parents for school
shootings. 113 Despite being in support ofblaming the parents, only fifty-three per-
cent of respondents believed the government and society could take e旺ective ac-
tion to prevent similar shootings from happening. 114
At first glance, these two statistics may not appear to be at odds; however, if
they are examined in light of parental responsibility laws the incongruence should
be obvious. On one side, the public blames the parents. On the other side, half of
the public does not believe the government can do anything about school shoot-
ings to avoid future incidents. This raises the question: does the public actually
support the government enacting legislation that will allow for punishing parents?
A separate survey was conducted in 1999 that asked this question. 115When asked
for agreement with blaming and punishing parents, the public responded with low
-一 . ι 11 6a !ITeement ratlll lZS.
Other su凹eys have been done that related to parents and their children's
crimes. One large public opinion study concerning the causes of crime presented
LL r_ 117participants with ten statements and asked which ones were the causes of crime.
Seventy percent ofthe participants indicated that a cause ofcrime was that parents
do not have authority over their children. 118 A separate study indicated that the
public favored an explanation for delinquent behavior that included numerous
110 Pam Belluck & Jodi Wilgoren , Caring Parents , No Answers, In Columbine Killers' Pasts.
N.Y.TiMES, June 29,1999, atAI.
III CNN, Poll: More Parents Worried about School Safety , April 22, 1999, available at
http://www.cnn.comlALLPOLITICS/storiesI1999/04/22/school.violence.polU
112 Id. Respondents were asked seven similar questions related toblaming. Forexample, they
were asked, "Do you blame the availability of guns for school shootings? The respondents 由en
chose either, Great Deal, Moderate amount, Notmuch , orNotatall. Sixadditional questions using
this same scale asked about blaming theparents; TV , movi巳s ， ormusic; social pressures teens face;
theInternet; media coverage; and schools. Id.
113Id.
114Id. This was a yes/no question worded as, "Doyou think thegovernment and society can
take effective action toprevent similar shootings from happening?" Id.
115Eve M. Brank & Victoria Wei钮， Paying for the Crimes ofTheir Children: Public Support
ofParental Responsibility, 32J.CRIM. JUST. 465 (2004). 四is study consisted ofanational sample of
988 respondents.
116Id. τbe great majority of agreement ratings were in the low to middle range (disagree or
neither agree nor disagree.τbis finding isincontrast tothe CNNIUSAToday/Gallup Poll mentioned
previously; this second survey did notprovide any specifics about thetypes ofcrimes, butjustlaw
breaking bychildren.
117 C. Banks, E.Maloney, & H. D. Willcock, Public Attitudes to Crime and the Penal System ,
15 BRIT. J.CRIMINO山GY 228 (1975). This study consisted of2,846 participants.
IISId. at 228-29.
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factors. 119 A British study asked p缸ticipants to rate on a seven-point "impo口ance"
scale a list of thirty common explanations for delinquency. 120 The third most im-
portant factor based on the mean ratings was the lack of strong parental guidance
provided to the juveniles.121This parental explanation to delinquency was only
less important than lack of job opportunities for juvenilesl22 and living in high
areas of delinquency. 123
This topic has encouraged considerable scholarly attention. Some believe
由at parental responsibility is not the answer because these laws are unnecessarily
punitive and intervene too late and with the wrong person. 124Others argue that 由e
issue of parental responsibility has constitutional problems of vagueness, over-
breadth, and lack of substantive due process.125In addition, commentators argue
由at these laws are ineffective because they assume too much. Specifically, they
assume that parents have control over their children and that the parent and child
have s川an open and affl创on削at臼e reI由ωlat创阳
have apoωsiti咀ive impact on the child' sa缸ctions队S.126 Still others argue t由ha刽t these laws
may be ineffectual because they create a prejudicial effect for single mothers.
They create heavy burdens on single mothers, while absent fathers can remain
uninvolved and unaccountable. 127Others maintain that the parental responsibility
laws do not work because of a low prosecution rate , the problematic assumption
that parental behavior causes or can prevent juvenile delinquency, and the indirect
assumption that only one right way exists to rear a child. 128In addition , others as-
sert that parental responsibility laws are not needed because other laws are already
129present that punish egregious behavior by parents.
Some criticize the idea of punishing parents for their children' s misbehavior
because no evidence has been found 出at punishing p缸ents will inhibit the delin-
119 Nicholas A. Reuterman , The Public's Views ofDelinquency Causation: A Consideration In
Comprehensive Juvenile Justice Planning ,29Juv. & FAM. CT. J.39, 40, No.3 (1978).τbis research
found that thirty-six percent offemales and twenty percent ofmales viewed lackofparental supervi-
sion asa cause ofdelinquency.
120 Adrian Furnham & Monika Henderson, Lay Theories of Delinquency, 13 EUR. J. Soc.
PSYCHOL. 107, 113 (1983).
121 Id. at 114. Themean importance rating reported for"lack ofstrong parental guidance" was
a 2.56, with lower means indicating more importance. Id.
122 Id. τbe mean importance rating reported for "lack ofjobopportunities" was a 2.28. Id.
123Id. Themean importance rating-repo 口ed for "living inhigh areas ofdelinquency" was 2.48.
Id.
124 Naomi R.Cahn, Pragmatic Questions About Parental Liability Statutes, 1996 WIS. L. REv.
399 (1996).
125Id; See also Christine T.Greenwood, Holding Parents Criminally Responsiblefor the De-
linquent Acts ofTheir Children: Reasoned Response or "Knee-Jerk Reaction?, " 23 1.CONTEMP. L.
401 (1997). Barbara Gilleran Johnson & Daniel Rosman, Recent Developments inNon-Traditional
Al ternatives in Juvenile Justice, 28 Loy. U. CHI. L.J. 719 (1997).
126 See Greenwood, supra note 125.
127 Cahn, supra note 124, at418.
128 MichelleL. Casgrain, Parental Responsibility Laws: Curefor Crime or Exercise in Futil-
均?， 37 WAYNE L. REv. 161 (1990).
129 Id.
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quency oftheir children. 13o In fact, it is arguable that these laws actually contrib-
ute to deterioration of the parent-child relationship, and as a result, can increase
juvenile delinquency.131 In addition, if parents are required to pay money, it only
deprives the child and family of necessary finances. 132 Another criticism centers
on the "impossibility" of parental monitoring of a child when the child is out of
the parent's presence. 133Also, it is possible that punishing the parents might give
some youth a weapon against their parents. 134
Another issue involves the increased burden placed on the p盯ents of "bad"
children that might encourage the p缸ents to give their children up for adoption or
make them wards of the state, rather than risk criminal penalties. Some families
might be more willing to sever ties with their delinquent children rather than keep
them and risk facing criminal charges for the actions of their children. 135 In fact,
under one commentat饵's proposal, p盯ents would be permitted to seek the eman-
cipation of their child to protect themselves仕om liability because of their child' s
136
actions.
Another issue relates to the current juvenile justice trend mentioned earlier.
A direct conflict exists between parental responsibility and the push to try more
juveniles as adults. It is conceptually inconsistent to treat juveniles as competent
adults, and at the same time punish their parents as the ones responsible for the
child' s actions. In addition to conceptual inconsistencies, practical inconsistencies
exist as wel l. The juvenile court no longer has jurisdiction over juveniles once
theyare transferred into the adult system. Without jurisdiction over the juveniles,
the court will not maintainjurisdiction over the parents.13? This creates a situation
where the parents of a juvenile who has committed a more serious crime will not
be held accountable. At the same time, parents of juveniles who commit crimes
that are not serious enough to warrant a transfer into the adult system will be held
accountable. A parent who has a child who vandalizes someone's property might
be ordered to pay restitution or p町ticipate in community service, but a parent who
has a child who commits murder and is tried as an adult will not be required to do
anything-138
130 See Geis & Binder, supra note8, at 304.
131 ld.
132ld.
133 S.Randall Humm, Criminalizing Poor Parenting Skills as a Means to Contain Violence by
and Against Children , 139U. PA. L. REV. 1123, 1147 (1991).
口4 Sharon A. Ligorsky, Williams v. Garcetti: Constitutional D价cts in California's "Gang-
Parent" Liability Statute, 28Lo Y. L.A. L. REV. 447, 448(1994).
135 ld. at 462.
136 Dana F.Castle, Early Emancipation Statutes: Should Th句ProtectParents as Well as Chil-
dren? , 20 FAM. L. Q. 343 (1986).
137 See Geis & Bind巳r， supra note8. See also DiFonzo, supra note5.
138Non巳theless ， most scholars whoare opposed to the current parental responsibility laws
agree thatsome involvement bythep盯'ents isbeneficial. See generally Difonzo, supra note 5 (argu-
inginopposition to thenotion thatparents directly andprincipally cause delinquency in theirchil-
dren, butargues thatparental involvement is most appropriately addressed inFamily Group Confer-
ences or asparties inthechild'sdelinquency dispositional phase); Cf Howard Davidson,No Conse-
quences - Re-examining Parental Responsibility Laws, 7STAN. L. & PoL' YREV. 23(1996)(David-
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The nation has responded to the juvenile crime issue with a "get tough" atti-
tude that relies on punitive rather than rehabilitative goals. 139 Juveniles are being
tried as adults at younger ages and for a wider variety of crimes. 140 Although most
juvenile crime has been decreasing, 141 the public appears to believe the opposite.
Parental responsibility laws have appeared as an answer to the dilemma of delin-
quent children and "delinquent parents. ,, 142 The laws vary in form with three main
types emerging. The popular media suggests high public support for parental re-
sponsibility laws. This contradicts some empirical research suggesting that the
support is limited to placing responsibility on the parents, but may not go as far as
desiring to punish them. Through statutory adoption, legislators have sent the
message that they clearly support these laws. Legal scholars have responded with
mixed reviews, with most arguing against this new form of parental control.
The question remains whether parents can be legislated into being "responsi-
ble." More important, does the public truly want to send the confusing and con-
flicting messages to our children that flow from these parental responsibility
laws? Should we be concerned that we tell children they are morally responsible
so we punish them as adults, yet tell them they are not responsible so we punish
their parents? We try children as adults based on the seriousness of their crimes,
but make their parents pay civil damages based on the child's mental state. We
putjuveniles in adult prisons where rehabilitation is not an option, but make their
parents participate in counseling to rehabilitate parenting skills. This allleads to
yet another question, are there really delinquent children, or just delinquent legis-
lators?
sondiscusses thepositive impact thatparental involvement couldhaveon thereduction ofjuvenile
crimeand asserts thatparentsshould be held legally responsible withcivil andcriminal sanctions
when their actions or inactions contribute to their children's illegal behavior. UnderDavidson's
plan, parents wouldbe educated about the possibility of parentalliability. In addition, Davidson
proposes 由at mostparents would gladlyembrace the opportunity to attendparenting classes and
otherservices ifthey werefreeor low-cost to theparentsand the parents weremadeawareoftheir
possibleliabilityrisks.).
139 Feld, supra note6.
140See generally Ki rk Heilbrun etal. ,ANational Survey ofu.s. Statutes on Juvenile Tran收r:
Implications for Policy and Practice , 15BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES AND THE LAW 125 (1997) (provides
a compilation of all of the U.S. juvenile waiver statutes).
141 HOWARDN. SNYDER, OJJDP,JUVENILEARRESTS 1999(December 2000).
142Ludwig, supra note 29. See also PaulW. Alexander, What's This About Punishing Par-
ents? , 12 FED. PROS. 23, (1948) ("ηle world is nowfull of people who havejust discovered that
juveniledelinquency is largely traceable to delinquent parents, andwho would curb the former by
punishing the latter.").
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Table One
Statutes Imposing Civil Liability on Parents
19
State Citation Minor's Mental PropertylPerson Recovery Limi t
State
Alabama § 6-5-380 intentional, will- property actual damages not to
(2004) ful , or malicious exceed $1 ,000 plus
court costs
Alaska § 34.50.020 knowing or inten- property $15，000川
(2004) tional
Arizona § 12-661 willful or mali- both actual damages not to
(2004) CIOUS exceed $10 ,000 for each
tort of the minor
Arkansas § 9-25-102 willful or mali- property $5 ,000
(2004) CIOUS
California Civil Code § willful both prope口y: $25 ,000 for
1714.1 each tort of minor (in-
(2004) creasing bi-annually to
reflect change in cost of
living);
person: limited to medi-
cal , dental, and hospital
expenses incurred by
the injured person not to
exceed $25 ,000
Colorado § 13-21-107 willful or mali- both property actual damages not to
(2004) cious knowingly exceed $3,500 plus
§ 13-21- if person inten- court costs and attor-
107.5 tional theft of ney's fees
(2004) merchandise actual cost of merchan-
dise plus $100 to $250
Connecticut § 52-572 willful or mali- both $5 ,000
(2004)144 CIOUS
Delaware 10 De1.e. § intentionally or property $5 ,000
3922 (2004) recklessly
143 Plus court costs.
1制 This statutestatesthat p缸ents "shall bejointly and severally liablewith the minoror minors. . . if the
minoror minorswouldhave been liable for the damageor injury if theyhad been adults."
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District of § 27-102 only applies to property retail value of goods, or
Columbia (2004) fraud , shoplifting , loss of value of goods ,
§ 22- orthe仇ofa mer- or $50 in damages ,
3312.03a chant offenses whichever is greater
(2004) only applies to responsible for the
graffiti property abatement or payment
for the abatement
Florida § 74 1.24 willful or mali- property actual damages and
(2003) CIOUS taxable court costs
Georgia § 51-2-3 willful or mali- both $10 ,000 for reasonable
(2004) CIOUS medical expenses and/or
damage to property plus
court costs
Hawaii § 577-3 "tortious acts" both no limit stated
(2004) includes negligent
and intentional
acts
Idaho § 6-210 willful both $2,500 limited to eco-
(2004) nomic losses
Illinois §§ 740 wilful or mali- both actual damages not to
ILCS 115/3; CIOUS exceed $2,500 plus rea-
740ILCS sonable attorney fees
115/2; 740 for each person or each
ILCS 115/5 occurrence of act: for
(2004) personal injury, may
only be medical , dental ,
hospital expenses ,
Christian Science treat-
ment, or nursIng care as
appropnate.
Indiana § 34-31-4-1 knowingly, inten- both $5,000 in actual dam-
(2004) tionally, or reck- ages
lessly
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Iowa § 613.16 unlawful both actual damages not to
(2003) exceed $2,000 for one
act , $5 ,000 for two or
more acts
Kansas § 38-120 willful or mali- both actual damages not to
(2003) CIOUS exceed $5 ,000 plus tax-
able court costs - no
limit if result of parental
neglect; recovery for
injury is limited to ac-
tual medical expenses
Kentucky § 405.025 willful property $2 ,500 ($10,000 cumu-
(2004) lative); attorney's fees
§ 405.027 and court costs
(2004)
Louisiana La. Civ. none stated property no limit stated
Code. Art.
2318 & 237
(2003)
Maine 14M.R.S. § willful or mali- both jointly and severally
304 (2003) CIOUS liable for amount not to
exceed $800
Maryland 岛1d . Courts only applies to property twice the merchant' s
and Judicial shoplifting of- stated sales price for the
Proceedings fenses merchandise, but not
Code §§ 3- less than $50 nor more
1301 & 3- than $1 ,000.
1302 (2003)
Massachusetts Ch. 231 § willful both proved loss or damage
85G (2004) not to exceed $5 ,000
Michigan § 600.2913 willful or mali- both $2 ,500
(2004) CIOUS
Minnesota14~ § 540.18 willful or mali- both jointly and severally
(2003) CIOUS liable not exceeding
$1 ,000 and limited to
14~MINN. STAT. § 604.14 (2002)specificallyaddressescivi1liability for theft. Parentsare liableforvalueof
goodsplus punitivedamagesof either $50 or up to 100%ofvalue , whicheveris greater.MINN. STAT. § 61lA.79
(2002) addresses bias offenses. Parents are liable for $500 or actual damages plus specific damages including
emotionaldistressup to a maximumof $5,000. Parents are not liable if 由ey made a reasonable effort to control
the behavior.
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special damages
Mississippii崎 § 93-13-2 willful or mali- property $5 ,000 plus court costs
(2004) CIOUS
Missouri 141 § 537.045 pu甲osely both $2 ,000; judge may also
(2004) order parent and minor
to work for property
owner or person injured
in lieu of payment.
Montana § 40-6-237 willful or mali- property actual damages not to
& 40-6-238 ClOUS exceed $2 ,500 and tax-
(2004) able court costs and
attorney's fees not to
exceed $100.
Nebraska § 43-801 willful and inten- both parents jointly and sev-
(2004) tional erally liable limited to
hospital and medical
expenses for personal
injury not to exceed
$1 ,000 for each occur-
rence; no limit stated for
property torts
Nevada § 4 1.470 willful both jointly and severally
(2004) liable not exceeding
$10,000
NewHamp- § 169-B:44 none stated both none stated
shire l48 (2004)
New Jerseyl咽 § 2A:53A- willful, malicious, prope口y no limit stated
15 (2004) or unlawful
NewMexico § 32A-2-27 willful or mali- both actual damages not to
(2004) CIOUS exceed $4 ,000 plus tax-
able court costs and
attorney fees
NewYork Gen Oblig. willful, malicious, property $5，000一-can file for
146 MIss. CODE ANN. §§ 65-7-23 and 97-15-1 (2003) state that parents are liable for replacement costs of
road signs and bridges.
147Mo. REV. STAT. § 8.150 (2003) specifies that parents are liable for defacing ofproperty by a minor.Mo.
REV. STAT. § 211.185 (2003) restitution between the three sections §§ 537.045, 8.150, and 211.185 may not ex-
ceed $4,000. Work may be accepted in lieu of payment.
148 See supra text at note 61.
149 N.J.STAT. ANN. § 18A:37-3 (2003) addressesdamageto school property.Parents are liablefordamages
for the amount of injury to be collected by the school board or owner plus costs of suit.
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§ 3-112 or unlawful financial hardship but
(2004) amount will not be less
than $500
North Caro- § 1-538.1 willful or mali- both actual damages not to
lina (2004) CIOUS exceed $2 ,000
North Dakota § 32-03-39 willful or mali- property actual damages not to
(2004) C10US exceed $1,000 plus tax-
able court costs
Ohio § 2307.70 knowinglyor property $15,000 plus court costs
(2004) purposely and other reasonable
expenses from main-
§ 3109.09 taining the action
(2004)
willfully
compensat。可damages
property not to exceed $10,000
§ 3109.10
plus court costs-may
be sentenced to do
(2004) community serVIce in
lieu of payment
willful and mali- $10 ,000 and costs ofCIOUS person SUIt
Oklahoma 23 Oklo St. § child must have both $2 ,500
10 (2004) committed any
criminal or delin-
quent act that
results in bodily
IllJ町y or prope町
damage
Oregon § 30.765 intentional or both actual damages not ex-
(2003) reckless ceeding $7 ,500
Pennsylvania 23 Pa.C.S. § willful both $1,000 for one person
5501 to or $2,500 regardless of
5509 (2004) the number of persons
Rhode Island § 9-1-3 willful or mali- both jointly and severally
(2004) CIOUS liable not exceeding
$1,500
South Caro- § 20-7-8930 willful or mali- both $5,000
lina (2003) C10US
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South Dakota § 25-5-15 willful and mali- both actual damages up to
(2004)150 CIOUS $1 ,500 and taxable
court costs
Tennessee口 E § 37-10-101 willful or mali- both $10,000 plus taxable
(2004) ClOUS court costs
Texas·" Family § willful and mali- property actual damages not to
4 1.001- cious; negligent exceed $25 ,000 per
§ 4 1.002 conduct if the occurrence plus court
(2004) conduct is rea- costs and attorney's fees
sonablyattribut-
able to the negli-
gent failure of
P缸'ent to exercise
a duty
Utah §78-11-20 intentional, reck- property $2 ,000-may be waived
(2004) less, or willful if guardian made rea-
sonable effort to restrain
the conduct and if re-
ported it as soon as
known if child not al-
ready arrested
Vermont 15 V.S. A. § willful or mali- both $5 ,000
901 (2004) CIOUS
Virginia § 8.01-44 willful or mali- property $2 ,500
(2004) CIOUS
Washington § 4.24.190 willful or mali- both $5 ,000
(2004) ClOUS
West Virginia § 55-7A-2 malicious and both actual damages not to
(2004) willful exceed $5 ,000 and tax-
able court costs
Wisconsin J)j § 895.035 willful, malicious, both $5 ,000 plus taxable
叩 Statute specifically血tes that it does not apply to damages caused by motor vehicle operat
l山5引I TENN. CODE ANN. § 37-10-103 (2003) parent is only liable ifhe or she knew or should have known of
child's tendency, if he or she failed to exercise reasonable means to control the child, or if the child had been
previously charged.
152 TEx. FAM. CODEANN § 41.0025 (2003) covers Iiability for property damage to an innorhotel forwillful
ormal比ious conduct. Liability not to exceed $25,000 per occurrence, plus court costs and attorney fees.
日'WIS . STAT. § 799.01 (2002) sets small claim limit at $5,000. WIS. STAT. 的943.51 (2002) covers retail
theft. Parents are liable for up to two times 出e value of the goods, and fees may not exceed $300.
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(2003) or wanton costs and attorney's
fees 154
Wyoming §14-2-203 willful and mali- property actual damages not to
(2004) ClaUs exceed $2 ,000plus tax-
able court costs
154Statute specifically states 出at theparents are liable for up to $20,000 if their child damagesschoolprop-
erty.
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Table Two
Contributing to Delinquency Statutes
Vol. 7 No.1
State Citation Adult ActivitylMental Crime Classification Maximum
State Penalty
Alabama § 12-15-13 willfully aid , encour- misdemeanor fine not to ex-
(2004) age, or cause ceed $500
and/or sen-
tenced to hard
labor not to
exceed 12
months
Alaska § 11.51.130 aids, induces, causes , class A misdemeanor imprisoned for
(2004) or encourages not more than I
year
Arizona § 13-3612 by any act causes , en- class I misdemeanor fine not to ex-
(2004) & courages, or contributes ceed $2,500
& § 13- and/or impris-
3613 (2004) onment not to
exceed 6
months
Arkansas § 5-27-205 knowingly aids , causes , class A misdemeanor Impnsonment
(2004) & or encourages between 60
§ 5-27-220 days and one
(2004) year and fine
between $100
and $500
§ 5-27-222 gross neglect of paren- misdemeanor fine not to ex-(2004) tal duty proximately ceed $250
resulting in delin-
quency of the child or
fails to correct the de-
linquency of the child
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State Citation Adult ActivitylMental Crime Classification Maximum
State Penalty
Califor- Penal Code commits an act or misdemeanor fine not to ex-
ma § 272 omits performance of a ceed $2,500 ,
(2004) duty which tends to and/or impris-
cause or encourage onment not to
exceed 1 year
and/or proba-
twn not to ex-
ceed 5 years
Colorado § 18-6-701 induces , aids , or en- class 4 felony sentenced to 2-
(2004) courages 4 years in
prison with 1
year of proba-
twn
Con- § 53-21 willfully or unlawfully class C Felony impnsonment
nect1cut (2004) causes or perrmts a not less than 1
child to be placed in a year , but not to
situation where the exceed 10 years
morals of the child are and/or a fine
likely to be impaired not to exceed
$10 ,000
Dela- 11 Del. C. § knowingly acts in a class A misdemeanor; not less than
ware 1102 (2004) manner likely to be may also be a Class E $1 ,000 or more
injurious to the moral or G felony depending than $2,500 and
welfare of the child on the circumstance minimum of
100 community
service hours
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State Citation Adult ActivitylMental Crime Classification Maximum
State Penalty
District No laws
ofCo- found on
lumbia specific
tOPIC
any act which causes , 1st degree misde- fine not to ex-
Florida tends to cause , encour- meanor ceed $1,000
§ 827.04 ages, contributes, in- and/or impris-(2003) duces , or endeavors to onment not to
induce exceed 1 year
Georgia § 16-12-1 knowingly and will- 151 and 2nd offense- 151 & 2nd of-
(2004) fully encourages, misdemeanor 3rd of- fense fine not to
causes , abets , connives, fense-felony exceed $1,000
or aids and/or impris-
onment of 1
year or less; 3rd
offense fine
between $1,000
and $5,000
and/or impris-
onment be-
tween 1 year
and 3 years
Hawaii §709-904.5 intentionally or know- grade higher than of- depends on the
(2004) ingly compensates, fense committed by offense com-
offers to compensate or juvenile mitted
agrees to compensate a
juvenile for the com-
mission of a crime
Idaho § 20-526 by any act or negli- misdemeanor Impnsonment
(2004) gence encourages, aids in a county jail
or causes not exceeding 6
months and/or
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State Citation Adult ActivitylMental Crime Classification Maximum
State Penalty
fine not exceed-
ing $300
Illinois 720 ILCS § solicits, compels, or grade higher than of- depends on
5/33D-l directs with intent to fense committed by offense com-
(2004) promote or facilitate juvenile mitted
commission of an of-
fense
720ILCS § knowingly or willfully class A misdemeanor 1 year proba-
130/2a causes, aids , or encour- tion if enter into
(2004) ages recogmzance m
such sum as the
court may di-
rect
Indiana § 35-46-1-8 knowingly or inten- class A misdemeanor; fine not to ex-
(2004) tionally encourages, class C felony if juve- ceed $5 ,000
aids , induces, or causes nile commits a felony and/or impris幽
onment not to
exceed 1 year
Iowa § 709A.l & knowingly encourage, simple misdemeanor fine between
709A.2 contribute, or in any $50 and $500
(2004) manner cause and/or 30 days
in jail
Kansas § 21-3612 causmg or encouragmg class A non-person fine not to ex-
(2003) misdemeanor; severity ceed $2 ,500
level 7, personal felony
if juvenile commits a
felony
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State Citation Adult ActivitylMental Crime Classification Maximum
State Penalty
Ken- § 530.060 fails or refuses to exer- class A misdemeanor fine not to ex-
tucky (2004) cise reasonable dili- ceed $500
gence in control and/or impris-
onment not to
exceed 12
months
Louisi- § 14:92 intentional enticing, not stated fine not to ex-
ana (2004) aiding, soliciting, or ceed $500
permitting and/or impris-
onment not to
exceed 6
months 155
not stated fine not to ex-
§ 14:92.1 encourage,cause,or ceed $1 ,000
(2004) contribute and/or impris-
onment not to
exceed 6
months
Maine 17-A knowingly or reck- class D crime less than one
MRS. § lessly year lmpnson-
554 (2004) ment and/or
fine not to ex-
ceed $2 ,000
155 If the offense was a sexually immoral act, the fine shall not exceed $1,000 and/or imprisonment withor
without hard labor for not more than two years. If it was a crime of violence as defined in LA. REV. STAT. ANN. §
14:2(13) or a violation ofthe Uniform Controlled Dangerous Substances Law, the parent shall be imprisoned at
hard labor for not less than two years and for not more than ten years or imprisoned according to the sentenceof
imprisonment for the underlying felony, whichever is less. If it was some other type offelony, the fine shall not
exceed $1,000and/or imprisonment with or without hard labor for not more than two years.
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State Citation Adult ActivitylMental Crime Classification Maximum
State Penalty
Mary- Md. Courts willfully contribute to, not stated Fine not more
land & Judicial encourage, cause or than $2 ,500
Proceedings tend to cause any act, and/or impris-
Cod巳 § 3- omission, or condition onment for not
8A-30 more than 3
(2003) years; or proba-
tion if court
deems best
如lassa- ALMGL caused , induced, abet- not stated fine not to ex-
chusetts Ch. 119, § ted, encouraged, con- ceed $500
63 (2004) tributed, or acted in any and/or impris-
way tending to cause or onment of not
induce more than 1
year or court
口lay release on
probation or
may enter tnto
recogmzance
for whatever
sum the court
may fix
Michi- § 750.145 with any act or any misdemeanor imprisoned less
gan (2004) word encourage, con- than 90 days in
tribute toward, cause , county jail
or tend to cause and/or fined not
more than $100
岛r1inne- § 260B .425 by any act, word, or gross misdemeanor fine not to ex-
sota (2003) ormsslOn encourages, ceed $1 ,000
causes, or contributes and/or impris-
to delinquency onment of not
more than I
year
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State Citation Adult ActivitylMental Crime Classification Maximum
State Penalty
Missis- § 97-5-39 willfully commits any misdemeanor fine not to ex-
Sippi (2004) act or omits perform- ceed $1,000
ance of any duty con- and/or impris-
tributing to delin- onment of not
quency more than 1
year
Missouri § 21 1.421 after child under con- contempt of court fine not to ex-
(2004) trol of juvenile court一 ceed $500
any person who en- and/or impris-
courages, aids , or onment not to
causes exceed 6
months in
county jail
fine not to ex-
§ 568.045
class D felony一-<:lass C ceed $5000
knowingly encourages, felony if 2nd offense or and/or impris-(2004) aids or causes if part of ritual or onment not to
ceremony exceed 5 years.
fine not to ex-
§ 568.050 criminal negligence, class A misdemeanor·一 ceed $1000
(2004) knowingly encourages, class D felony if p町tor and/or impris-
aids , or causes , reck- ritual of ceremony onment not to
lessly fails or refuses to exceed 1 year.
exercise reasonable
diligence
Montana § 45-5-622 knowingly endangering misdemeanor fine not to ex-
(2004) the welfare of a child ceed $500
and/or impris-
onment not to
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State Citation Adult ActivitylMental Crime Classification Maximum
State Penalty
exceed 6
months; 2nd
offense fine not
to exceed
$1 ,000 and/or
lmpnsonment
not to exceed 6
months
Nebraska § 28-709 by any act encourages, class 1 misdemeanor fine not to ex-
(2004) causes , or contributes ceed $1,000
to delinquency and/or impris-
onment not to
exceed 6
months
Nevada § 193.162 commits a crime with no separate offense additional term
(2004) the assistance of a child not less than
25% and not
more than
100% ofthe
term of impris-
onment pre-
scribed by the
statute for the
an act or omISSIOn
cnme
§ 20 1.1 1O misdemeanor
(2004) which causes or tends
to cause or encourage
or by any act or omis-
sion or by threats,
command, a persua-
sion, induces , or en-
deavors to induce
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State Citation Adult ActivitylMental Crime Classification Maximum
State Penalty
New 12 R.S.A. § knowinglyencourage, misdemeanor; if of- fine not to ex-
Hamp- l69-B:4l aid, cause , abet , or fense involves sexual ceed $2,000
shire (2004) connive; or any act that conduct it is a felony and/or impris-
would produce , pro- onment not to
mote , or contribute to exceed 1 year;
delinquency court may sen-
tence to proba-
tion , suspend
sentence , or
allow person to
enter mto re-
cogll1zance
New no law NJ has a number of
Jersey found on statutes that relate to
this specific specific juvenile of-
tOpiC fenses such as underage
drinking and failure to
wear a bicycle helmet
New § 30-6-3 an act or omitting the 4th degree felony fine not to ex-
岛1exico (2004) performance of any ceed $5,000
duty which causes or and/or impris-
tends to cause or en- onment not to
courage delinquency exceed 18
months
New Penal § knowingly acts in a class A misdemeanor fine not to ex-
York 260.10 manner likely to be ceed $1,000
(2004) injurious to moral wel- and/or impris-
fare of child; parent onment not to
who fails to exercise exceed 1 year
reasonable diligence in (more specifics
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State Citation Adult ActivitylMental Crime Classification Maximum
State Penalty
control provided in
statute)
North § 14-316 .1 knowingly or willfully class 1 misdemeanor maximum fine
Carolina (2004) causes , encourages, or at the discretion
aids ofthe court
and/or impris-
onment for I to
120 days de-
pending on
prior conviction
level
North § 14-10-06 by any act willfully class A misdemeanor; for class A mis-
Dakota (2004) encourages, causes , or class C felony when demeanor, im-
contributes related to sexual con- pnsonment not
duct to exceed I
year and/or
$2 ,000 fine; for
class C felony ,
impnsonment
not to exceed
five years
and/or $5 ,000
fine
Ohio § 2919.24 aid, abet , induce, cause , Ist degree misde- fine not to ex-
(2004) encourage, contribute, meanor ceed $1,000
or act in a way tending and/or impris-
to cause onment not to
exceed 6
months
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State Citation Adult ActivitylMental Crime Classification Maximum
State Penalty
Okla- Title 21, § knowingly or willfully misdemeanor; felony if fine not to ex-
homa 856 (2004) cause , aid, abet , or en- subsequent violation , if ceed $1,000
courage juvenile committed a and/or impris-
felony , or if gang re- onment not to
lated exceed 1 year;
higher penalties
if 2nd offense , if
juvenile com-
mitted a felony ,
or if juvenile
involved in a
street gang
Oregon § 163.575 knowingly induces, class A misdemeanor fine not less
(2003) causes , or penruts to than $100
specific situations (re-
lated to sexual conduct,
taking a child to a place
where unlawful behav-
ior takes place , and
drug related offenses)
Pennsyl- 18 Pa CSA by any act corrupts or 1s\ degree misdemeanor impnsonment
vanta § 6301 tends to co町uptthe not to exceed 5
(2004) morals; or who aids , years
abets , entices , or en-
co町ages
Rhode § 11-9-4 knowingly or willfully misdemeanor fine not to ex-
Island (2004) encourages, aids , con- ceed $500
tributes to, or in any and/or impris-
way causes onment not to
exceed I year
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State Citation Adult ActivitylMental Crime Classification Maximum
State Penalty
South § 16-17-490 knowingly and wi1l- class A misdemeanor fine not to ex-
Carolina (2003) fullyencourage, aid , or ceed $3,000
cause and/or impris-
onment not to
exceed 3 years
South § 26-9-1 by any act causes, en电 class 1 misdemeanor fine not to ex-
Dakota (2004) courages, or contributes ceed $1,000
and/or impris-
onment not to
exceed I year.
Tennes- § 37-1-156 contributes by aiding, class A misdemeanor fine not to ex-
see (2004) abetting, or encourag- ceed $2,500
mg and/or impris-
onment not to
exceed 11
months and 29
days.
Texas no law
found on
this sp15e6cific
topIC
Utah § 76-10- an act or conduct that class B misdemeanor fine not to ex-
2301 (2004) the adult knows or ceed $1,000
should know would and imprison-
cause or encourage ment not to
exceed 6
156 TEx. PENALCODE § 43.24 addresses the sale, distribution, and display ofharmful materialsto a minor
and τEX. PENALCODE § 46.13 addresses makinga firearm accessible to a minor.
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State Citation Adult ActivitylMental Crime Classification Maximum
State Penalty
months
Vermont Title 13, § causes,encourages,or misdemeanor fine not to ex-
1301 (2004) contributes ceed $2,000
and/or impris-
onment not to
exceed 2 years
Virginia § 18.2-371 willfully contributes to, class 1 misdemeanor fine not to ex-
(2004) encourages, or causes ceed $2,500
and/or impris-
onment not to
exceed 1 year
Wash- § 3.32A.080 involving a minor in gross misdemeanor fine not to ex-
mgton (2004) the commission of an ceed $5,000
offense and/or impris-
onment not to
exceed 1 year
West § 49-7-7 any act or omission that misdemeanor fine greater
Virginia (2004) contributes to, encour- than or equal to
ages , or tends to cause $50 and less
than or equal to
$500 , and/or
lmpnsonment
not to exceed 1
year
Wiscon- § 948 .40 intentionally encourage class A misdemeanor fine not to ex-
sm (2003) or contribute excep t: if a death re- ceed $10 ,000
suIts, the person is and/or impris-
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State Citation Adult ActivitylMental Crime Classification Maximum
State Penalty
guilty of a class D fel- onment not to
ony; or if the child's exceed 9
action is punishable as months for
a felony , then the per- class A misde-
son is guilty of a class meanor
H felony
Wyo- § 14-6-244 failure to exercise rea- not stated cash depositor
mlOgσh (2004) sonable control and bond not to
authority as necessary exceed $500
to prevent delinquent
acts
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Table Three
Vol. 7 No.1
Statutes Encouraging or Requiring Parental Involvement
State Citation Type of Involvement Limitations Parental
Required or Encouraged Defenses
for the Parents
Alabama § 12-15- assist court III ensunng contempt fine none stated
11.1 (2004) child complies with terms not to exceed
of his or her probation and $300 and/or
held in criminal contempt Imprisonment
if fail to do so of30 days
§ 12-15-11 pay court costs , attorney's based on fi- none stated
(2004) fees , and expenses with nancial ability
respect to exanunatlon, ofparents
treatment, care , or support
ofthe child
Alaska § 47.12.120 pay restItution, participate none stated none stated
(2004) III treatment
§ 47.12.050 parents' presence is pre- none stated none stated
(2004) ferred at any proceeding
Arizona § 8-323 present at dispositional restitu tIon good cause
(2004) hearing; participate in limited to that why cannot
counseling, supervision, set forth in the appe缸
and education; pay restitu- civilliability
tlOn statute
Arkansas § 9-27-330 pay court costs $35 court shall
(2004) P缸tlcipate in commu01ty 160 hours take into
servIce $500 fine account the
pay fine , parental respon- past efforts
sibility training; pay for of the parent
cost of commitment, resti- to correct the
tution; undergo physical, delinquent
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State Citation Type of Involvement Limitations Parental
Required or Encouraged Defenses
for the Parents
psychiatric or psychologi- conduct; the
cal evaluations court will
also take into
account the
parents' abil-
Ity to pay
California Cal. WeI.& parents are jointly and restitution parents' in-
lnst. Code severally liable for the limited to that ability to pay
§ 729.5 & child's restitution, fines , set forth in the is subject to
730.7 and penalty assessments civilliability court's con-
(2004) statute sideration
Cal. WeI. & financially liable for sup- reasonable court shall
lnst. Code § port of detained child costs of sup- take into
903 (2004) port excluding considera-
any costs of tion family's
mcarceratIon , ability to pay
treatment, or
supervisIOn一
no more than
participate in counseling $15/day none stated
or education programs;
Cal. WeI. & may direct any orders the must car可out
lnst. Code § court deems necessary to the goals of
727 (2004) C缸巧' out goals of the stat- the statute
ute
Colorado § 19-2-919 community service , attend restitutIOn parents ab-
(2004) parental responsibility limited to that solved if
trammg programs, per- set forth in the they made
form services for the vic- civilliability diligent ,
tim statute; value good faith
of services efforts to
cannotexceed prevent or
§ 19-2-113 $25 ,000 discouragethe delin-
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State Citation Type of Involvement Limitations Parental
Required or Encouraged Defenses
for the Parents
(2004) attend all proceedings, quent actIv-
parental responsibility the court has ity
traming , participate m the discretion none stated
treatment plans , perform- to exempt the
ance of public service , pay parent from
reimbursement for cost of partiCipatIOn
care and supe凹ision of in the juve-
the juvenile, or any other nile' s treat-
provisions in best interest ment
of juvenile
Connecticut § 46b-140 pay restitution to the vic- restItutIOn parent must
(2004) tIm limited to that have had
set forth in the knowledge
civilliability ofand con-
statute doned the
child's con-
duct
Delaware 10 § 1009 pay restitution to the vic- $5 ,000 must have
(2004) tI ms known of
child's de-
linquent na-
ture and
failed to take
reasonable
measures to
control the
child.
District of Colum- Nolaw
bia found on
specific None stated None stated
tOpIC
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State Citation Type of Involvement Limitations Parental
Required or Encouraged Defenses
for the Parents
Florida § 985.204 parenting skills training,
(2003) counseling or assistance
as needed
restitution may must have
§ 985.231 not exceed an made dili-
(2003) & restitution, community amount the gentand
service , and child or p缸'ent good faith
could reasona- efforts to
bly be ex- prevent the
pected to pay acts
§ 985.215 $5/day for cost
(2003) of care maybe
payment for costs of care waived or
reduc巳d if
financial
hardship or
if parent was
the victim
Georgia § 15-11-47 participate in proceedings none stated none stated
(2004)
Hawaii § 577-3.5 pay actual costs of having no maXImum none stated
(2004) graffiti damaged property stated; court
repaired or replaced will consider
parent's finan-
cial resources
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State Citation Type of Involvement Limitations Parental
Required or Encouraged Defenses
for the Parents
Idaho § 20 -501 , participate in counseling restitution not liable for
20-520,20- and treatment, attend par- limited to that cost of legal
524, & 20- enting classes, pay costs set forth in the services if
514 (2004) ofse凹ices， attorney's civilliability found unable
fees , restitution to victims, statute to pay
and cost of detention
§ 20-522 breach of con- none statedsign a probationary con- tract actIOn not(2004) tract stating that they will in excess of
adhere to the terms of the $1000; in lieu
probation of or in addi-
tion to pay-
ment court
mayorder
parentmg
classes or
other treat-
ment or coun-
seling
Illinois 705ILCS pay for care, support, and based on par- none stated
405/6-9 necessary special care or ents ability to
(2004) treatment, and attorney pay; for pay-
fees mentofroom
and board not
to exceed $10
705 ILCS per day
405/5-110 parents shall participate in none stated
(2004) assessment and treatment
by assisting the juvenile in
recognizing and accepting
responsibility for his or
her delinquent behavior;
court may order parents to
take certain actions or to
refrain from certain ac-
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State Citation Type of Involvement Limitations Parental
Required or Encouraged Defenses
for the Parents
bons
Indiana § 31-40-1-3 financially responsible for will not be none stated
(2004) any services ordered by required to pay
the court if court finds
p缸ent IS un-
able to payor
that justice
would not be
served by or-
dering pay-
ment
Iowa § 232.141 pay costs of child's care , parent must be none stated
(2004) exammatlOn, treatment , found to be
legal expenses, or other financially
expenses able to pay
235 .52
(2004) participate in education or
treatment as part of
child' s probation if in best
interest of child
Kansas § 38-1601 , pay for reasonable attor- house arrest may be ex-
38-1641 , & ney' s fees, appear at all expenses cused by the
38-1663 proceedings, attend coun- based on slid- court if good
(2003) seling and/or parent train- ing scale cause not to
ing, pay for house arrest appear at
expenses , pay for child proceedings
support
Kentucky § 610.180 enter mto recogmzance $500 court must
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State Citation Type of Involvement Limitations Parental
Required or Encouraged Defenses
for the Parents
(2004) with sufficient surety; if find that the
the child commits a sec- parent failed
ond delinquent act, the or neglected
recognizance may be for- to su均ectthe
feited and used to pay any child to rea-
damages caused by the sonable pa-
child with remaining kept rental con-
to pay for future damages trol and that
of the child until he or she this was the
turns 18 proxImate
cause of
child's de-
linquent acts
Louisiana La. Ch.C. pay monthly supervision minimum of financial
Art. 899 fee $10 maximum ability to pay
(2004) of$100 per will be con-
month sidered
Maine 15 M.R.S. § pay for physician or psy- court will pay none stated
3312 (2004) chologist examination of if parents are
child unable to pay
or if it is not in
the best inter-
est of the child
for the p缸ents
to pay
Maryland Md Crimi- pay restItutIon to a vIctIm may not ex- no specifics
nal Proce- ceed $10 ,000 mentioned
dure Code for all acts but the par-
Ann. § 11- arising out of a ents must be
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State Citation Type of Involvement Limitations Parental
Required or Encouraged Defenses
for the Parents
604 (2003) single incident afforded a
reasonable
opportumty
Cts. & Jud. to be heard
Proc. §3- pay for support of child none stated and present
819 & 3- while committed evidence
8A-29
(2003)
Massachusetts Ch. 119, §§ financially liable for at- $300 or rea- none stated
29A (2004) tomey' s fees sonable
amount if in-
digent
如1ichigan § 712A.30 pay restitution if the child court shall only applies
(2004) is unable to pay cancel all or to parents
part ofthe who had
obligation if it supervIsory
would impose responsibil-
a manifest ity of child
hardship on at time of
the parent offense
Minnesota § 260B.198 insure the child' s future none stated none stated
(2003) lawful conduct and reha-
§ 260B.331 bilitation, provide special ability to pay
(2003) treatment
costs of care , examination,
and treatment
Mississippi § 43-21-619 pay for court ordered none stated none stated
(2004) medical or other treat-
ments , for attorney's fees
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State Citation Type of Involver~lent Limitations Parental
Required or Encouraged Defenses
for the Parents
or court costs, and other
expenses necessary and
appropriate; may order
parents to pay restItutIOn,
may order parents to par-
ticipate in a counseling
program
Missouri § 21 1.185 pay restItutton may not ex- parent must
(2004) ceed $4,000 have failed
to exercIse
reasonable
parental dis-
cipline or
authority to
preventthe
damage or
loss caused
by the child
Montana § 41-5-1511 pay a contribution for the based on uni- none stated
& § 45-5- costs of adjudication, dis- form child
1525 (2004) positton , commItment, support guide-
supervision, care , custody , lines
and treatment of the
youth, including the costs
of necessary medical , den-
tal, and other health care.
Nebraska § 43-290 pay for the study, support , based on the none stated
(2004) and treatment of the juve- parents' ability
nile to pay
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for the Parents
Nevada § 62.2183 pay restttutton, or com- judge can de- none stated
(2004) munity service if unable termine if ex-
to pay restitution, pay for tenuatmg clr-
liability and/or industrial cumstances
insurance if performing eXist
work
New Hampshire 12 R.S.A. § pay restitution $10 ,000 vandalism
169-B:45 must have
(2004) been the
direct result
of the parent
having ne-
glected to
exercise rea-
sonable su-
60 R.S.A. § pay toward the support , based on par- pervlslon
621:31 education, or maintenance ents' ability to and control
(2004) ofthe child pay of the child's
conduct
59 R.S.A.§ pay a fine none stated none stated592-A:16
(2004)
§ 169-B:2-a attend and assure atten- none stated
(2004) dance of minor at all court up to $1 ,000
hearings and at all meet- fine and 90
ings with the department days impris-
of health and other sup- onment if fail
port service agencies; to supervise or made rea-
participate in all se凹ices otherwise ac- sonable ef-
ordered by the court such cept required fort to com-
as substance abuse treat- responsibilities ply
ment , parenting classes ,
mediation , and commu-
nity se凹ice; pay restitu-
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State Citation Type of Involvement Limitations Parental
Required or Encouraged Defenses
for the Parents
tion and fines; supervise
minor' s compliance
NewJ巳rsey § 18A:47-8 pay for the support, main- judicial discre- none stated
(2004) , § tenance , and clothing of tlon
9: 11-6 the delinquent while in the
(2004) , & custody of a special
school or youth house
§ 30:4- none statedbased on abil-157.4 pay for commitment pro- Ity to pay(2004) ceedings only liable
for restitu-
§ 2A:4A-43 pay restitution to the vic- court may tion if faileddetermine rea- or neglected(2004) tI m, partIcipate III appro-
sonable to exercIsepnat巳servIces or pro-
amount , terms , reasonablegrams if conduct was a & conditions controlof
contributing factor toward
of restitution juvenilejuvenile's behavior
New Mexico no law on
specific
tOPIC
New York no law on (New York does have
specific laws that relate to parental
topic responsibility when the
child is a truant)
North Carolina § 7A-450.3 pay attorney or guardian based on fi- none stated
(2004) ad litem nancial situa-
fees tion of parent
§ 7B-
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State Citation Type of Involvement Limitations Parental
Required or Encouraged Defenses
for the Parents
2701(2004) none stated
order parents to attend none stated
parental responsibility
classes if available in ju-
risdiction where reside
North Dakota § 27-20- participate in treatment parental ability none stated
27.1 & 27- and pay costs of to pay
20-49 care/treatment
(2004)
court will
ability of par- consider care§ 27-20- restitution and control
31.2 (2004) ent to pay not exercised by
exceeding
$5 ,000 the parents
Ohio §215 1.35 Attend all proceedings none stated none stated
(2004)
§ 215 1.354 Participate in community
(2004) service program or 时u-
ancy prevention mediation
§ 215 1.359 program
enter mto re-(2004)
cogmzance
control any conduct or
relationship that will be
detrimental or harmful to
the child or defeat the
execution of the disposi-
tion order
Oklahoma 10 Ok. St. § court can Issue a wntten order can only none stated
7303-5 .3 order outlining the con- be in effect for
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State Citation Type of Involvement Limitations Parental
Required or Encouraged Defenses
for the Parents
(2004) duct for the p缸ent to fol- a period of one
low; pay probation super- ye缸; for pro-
vision fee; restitution and bation fee abil-
IO Ok. S1. §
commUnIty servIce ity to pay will
be considered
7303-7.6 and it cannot
(2004) pay attorney's fees, court exceed $25 per
costs , care and mainte-
nance of child month
based on child
support guide-
lines
Oregon §§ 163.577 , restitution, parent effec- restitu tIon liable for
419C.573 , tiveness training, counsel- limited to restItutIOn
419C.575 , ing, drug or alcohol treat- $2,500; con- only if failed
419C.570 ment , participate in proba- tempt proceed- to supe凹lse
(2003) tion , pay supervision fees ings possible child
of probation, assist court with maxi-
in providing appropriate mumof
education and counseling $1,000
for offender, and pay for
mental health screening
and assessment
Pennsylvania 23 Pa. C.S. fully reimburse the victim restitutIon none stated
§§ 5503 of their child' s tortious limited to that
(2004) acts. set forth in the
civilliability
statute
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State Citation Type of Involvement Limitations Parental
Required or Encouraged Defenses
for the Parents
Rhode Island § 15-9-1 severally liable for sup- based on par- none stated
(2004) port and maintenance of ents ability to
child pay
South Carolina § 20-7-7805 additional testing , eco- best interest of
(2003) nomic services , counse1- the child
ing services , and any other
services needed
South Dakota § 26-7A-98; pay for support, mainte- based on par- none stated
26-7A-44 nance, and education of ents' ability to
(2004) child and all statutory fees pay according
and costs related to ex- to child sup-
penses incurred on behalf port laws
of the child; participate in
proceedings
Tennessee § 37-1-151 financially liable for sup- based on statu- none stated
(2004) port while minor detained tory child sup-
port guidelines
Texas Tex. Fam. restitution and parent none stated restitutIOn
Code § §§ training course; attend contempt fine andcommu-
54.041; hearings and can be held not less than mty service
5 1.1 15; in contempt and punished $100 , but not waived if
54.044; with a fine if do not at- more than parents made
54.06 tend; community service; $1 ,000; not reasonable
(2004) pay for cost of care more than 500 efforts to
commumty prevent the
service hours child from
engaging in
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State Citation Type of Involvement Limitations Parental
Required or Encouraged Defenses
for the Parents
the delin-
quent con-
duct
Utah § 62A-7-124 share in the costs of sup- none stated none stated
(2004) port and maintenance dur-
ing the youth's commit-
口lent
Vermont 33 V.S.A. § pay costs of care, mainte- none stated none stated
5533 (2004) nance, and education
Virginia § 22.1-279 .3 statute addresses specific civil penalty Parent must
(2004) issue of a child suspended not to exceed have will-
from school; parents can be $500 fully and
required to attend p盯ent unreasonably
counseling or mentoring failed to ac-
company a
student to
meet with
school offi-
cials unless
2nd suspen-
sIan
Washington pay costs , pay counseling , parents' ability none stated
13.32A.196; pay for legal fees, pay for to pay
§ 13.40.145 cost of care , participate in
& counseling or any other
§ 13.40.220 services
(2004)
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State
West Virginia
Wisconsin
Wyoming
Citation
§ 49-5-13b;
§ 49-7-5
(2004)
§ 895.035
(2003) &
§ 938.45
(2003)
§ 14-6-247
(2004)
Type of Involvement
Required or Encouraged
for the Parents
restitution , pay costs of
care , support, mamtenance,
and education
parents may be ordered to
pay restitu tIon , partIcipate
in mental health treatment,
anger management, indi-
vidual or family counsel-
ing, and make a reasonable
contribution to pay for
those services
pay restitution , undergo
evaluation, participate in
treatment, perform com-
munity service, pay child's
fine, attend parenting
classes, and/or order par-
ents to do any acts which
are reasonably necessary to
aid juvenile in completing
court ordered obligations ,
all at parents' own cost
Limita tions
ability to pay
restitution lim-
ited to amount
set forth in the
civii liability
statute;
court must find
parent able to
pay amount
ordered
restitution lim-
ited to amount
set forth in the
civil liability
statute
Parental
Defenses
none stated
none stated
parents may
raise affirma-
tive defense
that they
made a good
faith effort to
prevent child
from engag-
ing in delin-
quent con-
duct
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